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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Culture and language are likesides of the coin.The following are some 

explanations of culture definition. Malinowski in Alindra (2015: 10) wrote that 

culture is the whole of human life consists of various equipment and consumer goods, 

regulations for life of society, the ideas and the work of man, belief and human 

habits. Furthermore Kroeber & Kluckhohn in Spencer-Oatey (2012:2) state 

thatculture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behaviour acquired 

and transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human 

groups, including their embodiment in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists 

of traditional. Raymond Williams (1958:1) state that culture is the complex and broad 

set of relationships, values, attitudes and behaviors that bind a specific community 

consciously and unconsciously. 

Based on three definitions of culture above, the researcher thought that 

culture is human life related with behavior that bind a community consciously or 

unconsciously beside that culture consist of explicit and implicit of behaviour 

acquired and transmitted by symbols. 

Definition of language according to W. N. Francis in Ba’dulu (2009:1) said 

that language as an arbitrary system of articulated sounds made use by a group of 

humans as a means of carrying on the affairs of their society. A. A. Hill inBa’dulu 

(2009:1) describes language as the primary and most highly elaborated form of 
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human symbolic activity. Its symbols are made up of sounds produced by the vocal 

apparatus, and they are arranged in classes and patterns which make up a complex 

and symmetrical structure. The entities of language are symbols, that is, they have 

meaning, but the connection between symbol and thing is arbitrary and socially 

controlled. The symbols of language are simultaneously substitute stimuli and 

substitute responses. So that discourse becomes independent of an immediate 

physical stimulus. The entities and structure of language are always so elaborated as 

to give the speaker the possibility of making linguistic response to an experience. 

Meanwhile Emmitt and Pollock in Mahadi (2012:231)state that language is a system 

of arbitrary signs which is accepted by a group and society of users. It is taken 

delivery of a specific purpose in relation to the communal world of clients. 

Based on the definition language above, the researcher thought that language 

is arbitrary system created by a group of human as a means to convey the message or 

their purpose in society as well as being the main thing in our daily activities. The 

entity of the language is a symbol that has meaning. 

Culture must be written in a book or guidelines in order to became some 

literary for next generation. Pradotokusumo (2008:5) wrote the views of Aristotle, 

student of Plato, states that compose the main activity of man to find himself in 

addition to other activities through religion, science, and philosophy. Literary works 

including artwork sensitive responsiveness to universal truth. The function of the poet 

or literary author not to describe anything that actually happened, but what might 

happen. As with the historian who should and just write what really happened. The 
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scope of literary writing is much broader than the writing of history. Poet or literary 

authors more freedom to express possibility because he made up the story itself, 

creates his world by himself with his own kind of possibility. 

Based on the definition of literary and culture above, the researcher thought 

that culture has connection with literary, because the culture does not exist without 

literary. If the culture do not write, there are many worse things willhappen, some of 

the worse things are the next generation, especially in Indonesia, they will blind about 

their culture, the culture will die by time because the next generation maybe do not 

care anymore about culture, the culture will be changed, etc . It is unfortunate if those 

will happen, because in Indonesia there are many cultures and some of them still exist 

around the society.  

Accera Kalompoang is one of cultures in Indonesia which still exist in Gowa 

Regency, South Sulawesi, Indonesia. The rituals of Accera Kalompoang starting from 

Alleka Je'ne (dropping water auspicious), Ammolong Tedong (slaughtering sacrificial 

animals the way of the of Islamic), Appidalleki (offerings to the ancestors and was 

ushered by prayer), Allangiri Kalompoang (cleaning of the main attractions of the 

kingdom). 

These rituals has implicit meaning that has not known yet by the society. 

Accera Kalompoang, which organized by the royal family and government officials 

in Gowa, made the researcher is interested to know the meaning behind the rituals are 

performed. That is the reason of the researcher did a research about procedure of 

Accera Kalompoang.  
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The researcher used semiotic theory with the triangle model of the meaning 

by Charles Sanders Pierce to analyze the meaning which contained in the rituals of 

Accera Kalompoang. According to Peirce in Lebang (2015:164), Semiotics consists 

of three main elements which include, signs, objects, and interpretant. 

B. Problem Statement 

Based on the background of the problems mention above, it could be 

formulated as a research question:What is the meaning contained in the ritual of 

Accera Kalompoang 

C. Objective of the Research 

This research aimed is to know the meaning contained in the ritual of Accera 

Kalompoang. 

D. Significance of the Research 

The significance of this research was to give information to society about 

culture, especially the meaning of the ritual Accera Kalompoang in Gowa regency, 

South Sulawesi. This research also could be the reference for the next researcher who 

is interested about culture in English and Literature Department Of Alauddin Islamic 

State University Of Makassar 

E. Scope of the Research 

This research focusedon the meaning contained in procedure of Accera 

Kalompoang in Gowa regency at Balla Lompoa pervaded Alleka Je’ne, Ammolong 
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Tedong, Appidalleki, Allangiri Kalompoang. The researcher used reference about the 

ritual of Accera Kalompoang by the guiding book that made by Hj. Andi Dalauleng 

Patahangi Karaengta Parang Parang family and the big family of Karaengta 

Bontobiraeng in 2005. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERARY THEORY 

A. Previous Findings 

Lebang (2015) conducted a research onAnalisis Semiotika Simbol 

Kekuasaan Pada Rumah Adat Toraja (Tongkonan Layuk).This study aimed to 

describe and analyze the symbol of power and carving Toraja traditional house 

(Tongkonan Layuk) because, symbols and carvings become an important component 

in the development of Tongkonan. This research used interpretive research 

qualitative, attempting to analyze and interpret the meaning of the object observed 

based on the fact on the field, using key informants as a data source, using primary 

and secondary data through in-depth interviews, obseravasi field, documentation of 

activities, references relating to research and data from the internet. Data analysis 

techniques used in this research by using the model semiotics Charles Sanders Peirce. 

The results of this study of four carvings that are the focus of research, namely Pa’ 

Tedong, Pa’ Manuk Londong, Pa’ Barre Allo, and Pa’ Sussu’ have in common is a 

prayer and the ideals of the owner Tongkonan for the present and future , Basically, 

all carved in Tongkonan refer to a good thing for homeowners. Mystical beliefs 

toward carving auspicious for homeowners. The use of carving but is not merely put 

more on trust. Moreover, the style of carving found in Tongkonan that symbolizes 

social status Toraja based on the results of research and discussion, it can be 

concluded that exist in Tongkonan carving depicting the symbols of objects and 
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creatures in the life of Toraja people. The messages contained in carving Tongkonan 

as a symbol of social status is a philosophy of life Toraja people themselves. 

Wulandari (2011) conducted a research onPergeseran Makna Budaya 

Bekakak Gamping (Analisis Semiotika Pergeseran Makna Budaya Bekakak  at Desa 

Ambarketawang, Kecamaan Gamping, Kab. Sleman). This study to determine the 

meaning of the symbols used in the Ceremony of Saparan Bekakak and see how far 

the shift in the meaning of this traditional ceremony in line with the changing times. 

This type of research is to study using methods of semiotic analysis. Data collection 

techniques used were interviews, observation, study libraries, and documentation. 

Techniques to determine the meaning of symbols Saparan Bekakak Ceremony, which 

will be analyzed from the meaning of each event, the offerings-offerings, as well as 

the form of carnival rituals that accompany it. Based on the results of research in 

these Saparan Bekakak Ceremony, experienced some changes in each of the stages of 

the procession Ceremony Saparan Bekakak. The addition of symbols such as the Pra 

Kirab and Kirab Penggembira, carnival Saparan bekakak show that this is not in 

accordance with the implementation of Saparan bekakak at first.From the survey 

results revealed also that the Pra Kirab and Kirab Penggembira serve as paving the 

way to accompany the traditional carnival and no sacred values contained therein. 

Besides the addition of the procession is intended to attract tourists to visit Saparan 

bekakak witness, because Pra Kirab and Kirab Penggembira every year are always 

innovating in terms of participants. The conclusion of this study was Saparan 

Bekakak Ceremony is one form of ancestral cultural heritage that still remain 
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preserved. Ceremony Saparan Bekakak originalmeaning has shifted significantly as a 

ceremony for the safety of Village residents Ambarketawang now turned into a 

tourist product. This occurs due to the dynamic nature of culture. 

Pasaribu (2013) conducted a research on Analisis Semiotik Pada Relief 

Tebing Berastagi.This study aims to discuss the relief which is a cultural identity for 

the people of Karo. Relief is used by the Karo people as the basis for all customs 

activities so that it becomes a representation of identity. Relief is the object of the 

research that forms the series of stories through a series of four reliefs relief and was 

taken as a sample that is able to represent the entire relief. Aspects studied is the 

function and meaning of relief as the representation of the identity of the Karo. Relief 

is observed using an approach through semiotic theory. The results show the meaning 

of the reliefs have specific functions and values in public life Karo. This aspect also 

aims to explain the ideological aspect of the life of society today, namely through the 

depiction of the past. Through the visual elements on the object, the entire sign can be 

classified into a sign of the icon, index, and symbol and a sign of qualisign, sinsign, 

and legisign. In general, results interpretation through semiotic approach, Relief 

Cliffs Berastagi implies implicit message of the ancestors of the Karo people and 

through this meaning can be known functions of cultural, social, ideological and 

relijinya. Relief Cliffs Berastagi is a series of meaningful sign a series of stories about 

all forms of public life in Karo. 
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Lebang’s research was focus ondescribe and analyzed the symbol of power 

and carving Toraja traditional house (Tongkonan Layuk). Wulandari’s research was 

focused on determine the meaning of the symbols used in the Ceremony Saparan 

Bekakak and see how far the shift in the meaning of this traditional ceremony in line 

with the changing times. Meanwhile Pasaribu’s thesis was focused on the relief 

which is a cultural identity for the people of KaroThe similarities of these previous 

findings with this research equal used semiotic theory.The difference of those 

previous findings above with this research was the object and approach. In this 

research, focused on the rituals of Accera Kalompoang in Gowa regency. 

B. Partinent Ideas 

1. Culture 

Culture has defined in many ways from another pattern of think. Kohl in 

Nur (2014:10) said that culture is an integrated system of learned behavior patterns 

that are characteristic of the members of any given society. Culture refers to the total 

way of life of particular groups of people. It includes everything that a group of 

people thought, says, does, and makes- its systems of attitudes and feelings. Culture 

is learned and transmitted from generation to generation. By this definition, we can 

see that a particular culture would consist of at least the following : manners, 

customs, beliefs, ceremonies, rituals,laws (written and unwritten), ideas and thought 

patterns, language, arts and artifacts, tools, social instituations, religious beliefs, 
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myths and legends, knowledge, values, concept of self, morals, ideals, accepted ways 

of behaving. In short, culture is the total way of life of any group of people. 

According to Barry in Kopong (2008:12) define a culture is the work, sense, 

and of human creativity that is based on intention, and a collection of human 

knowledge as social beings who are used to understand the environment as well as 

experience and that guide behavior. Furthermore Geertz in Kopong (2008:12) said 

that culture is something with which we understand and give meaning to our lives. 

Culture refers to a pattern of meanings embodied in symbols that been copied divert 

historically, a system of ideas inherited and expressed in symbolic form by which 

human beings express, preserve and develop their knowledge about the attitudes and 

their establishment to life , 

Based on the definition above, the researcher thought that culture is learn 

behavior of individual and transmitted the culture of human lifeto the next generation. 

But we need language to interpretation the meaning contained in culture. 

2. Relationship between culture and language 

Nur (2014:7) wrote that language is simply about people. It is used by 

people to communicated. But language is also not as simple as that. We learn 

language in order to interact with each other and among these interactions, varieties 

of language come to existence with its complexity. Language in this context will be 

releated to culture and how it is being to help people to communicate. Many experts 

in language or in the discipline of linguistics have defined the meaning of language.  
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Furthermore Kramsch in Nur (2014:11) argues that there are three aspects 

that must be observed in the language and culture in his book Language and Culture, 

namely : “express language cultural reality, language embodies cultural reality and 

the final language symbolizes cultural reality.”Firstly, language is the expression of 

the reality of a culture, this can be seen when people communicate, they will express 

facts, ideas or evants from the experience they have. Secondly, the language 

represents a cultural reality, people do not only express their experience but also 

create experiences through language. People give meaning to the communications 

media they use it a verbal or non-verbal, for example, talking through telephone, 

writing letters, sending a letter via e-mail, reading the newspaper. The way they speak 

or write will be understood certain groups of people. The last one is the language 

symbolizes a cultural reality. Here, language is a system of sign. The identity of the 

speaker can be seen from the language he uses and they see language as a symbol of 

social identity. 

Based on the view above about relationship between culture and language, 

the researcher thought that useful to learn the language as a bridge to communicate 

with people and understand the culture of existing. Languages also have 3 aspects in 

the culture, ie: expressing the reality of culture, representing the cultural reality, and 

became a symbol of a cultural reality. 
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3. Semiotic 

Zoonen in Chang (2008:42) state that within semiotics, there are two major 

models of how a sign is structured—the Saussurian model and the Peircean 

model.Subur in Lebang (2015:161) state that semiotic or semiology is the 

terminology that refers to the same science, which examines the sign however, the 

use of one of term shows the thinking wearer: they were joined by Peirce uses the 

word semiotics while semiology that follow Saussure. Meanwhile Zoest in Lebang 

(2015:161) state thatsemiology term is more widely used in Europe, while the 

semiotic commonly used by American scientist. However, the use of the word 

semiotics more widely used than semiology. In communicating not only with oral 

language alone but by this sign can also communicate. Whether or not the events, 

structures found in something, and a habit, it can be called a sign. A flag, a hand 

gesture, a word, a silence, nervous movements, events blush, gray hair, gaze, and 

many others, all of that is considered a sign. 

Moriarty in Adham (2012:14) explains that semiotics is ‘a philosophical 

approach that seeks to interpret (visual) messages in terms of their signs and patterns 

of symbolism. Kolly (2013:40) semiotic or semiology derived from the Greek word 

which means semeion 'sign' in English the study of sign systems. According to 

Charles Sanders Peirce, semiotics is the concept of the sign: no only the language and 

communication systems composed by signs, but the world itself. For Peirce the sign 

"is something the which stands to somebody for something in some respect or 

capacity ". 
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3.1 Semiotic Theory by Charles Sanders Peirce 

Charles Sanders Peirce. He is famous for his theory mark. Within the scope 

of semiotics, Peirce in Sebeok (2001:6) called that the signifier a representamen 

(literally 'somethingthat does the representing'), a form inhering in the physical 

strategyof representation itself (the use of sounds, hand movements,etc. for some 

r:eferential purpose). Peirce termed the referent theobject, an entity di�placed from 

its (real-world) context of occurrence. He termed the meanip.g .that one gets from a 

sign the interpretant, suggesting that it entailed a form of 'negotiation,' so tospeak, 

whereby the sign-user evaluates or responds to what the signmeans socially, 

contextually, personally, etc. 

Meanwhile Peirce in Lechte in Lebang (2015:160) often repeated that in 

general the signs are representing something for someone. In simple terms that sign 

as being linked to someone for something in some respect or capacity and often 

repeated statement that it is generally a sign represents something for someone. Peirce 

in Pateda in Lebang (2015: 160) state that, the sign "is something the which stands to 

somebody for something in some respect or capacity". Consequently, the sign (sign or 

representament) is always contained in triadic relationship, the sign (ground), object 

and interpretant.Basically concept of triadic or the trikomi, which makes Peirce 

famous. 

According to Peirce in Lebang (2015:164), Semiotics consists of three main 

elements which include, signs, objects, and interpretant. The relationship between 

signs, objects and interpretant described by Peirce as the chart below: 



 

Source : Lebang, 2015.Analisis Semiotika Simbol Kekuasaan Pada Rumah Adat Toraja (

Layuk).eJournal Ilmu Komun

unmul.ac.id 

a. Sign 

Pierce in Noth in Agustiasari (2016:10) state that sign or representament is 

something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity. 

Representament is the form which the sign takes. Representament is all of the sign. 

For example is the laptop, the representament is all of the laptop and name.

b. Object 

Pierce in Noth in Agustiasari (2016:10) state that object is about the sign 

refers. Object is which the sign 

borderline case of self-

entity. Afterward, in semiotic object is something to know what the name or form of 

Analisis Semiotika Simbol Kekuasaan Pada Rumah Adat Toraja (

eJournal Ilmu Komunikasi, 2013, 1 (4): 38-52 ISSN 0000-0000, ejournal.ilkom.fisip

Pierce in Noth in Agustiasari (2016:10) state that sign or representament is 

something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity. 

form which the sign takes. Representament is all of the sign. 

For example is the laptop, the representament is all of the laptop and name.

Pierce in Noth in Agustiasari (2016:10) state that object is about the sign 

refers. Object is which the sign (represent) usually something else, but in the 

-references, representament an object can also be same with 

entity. Afterward, in semiotic object is something to know what the name or form of 
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Analisis Semiotika Simbol Kekuasaan Pada Rumah Adat Toraja (Tongkonan 

0000, ejournal.ilkom.fisip-

Pierce in Noth in Agustiasari (2016:10) state that sign or representament is 

something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity. 

form which the sign takes. Representament is all of the sign. 

For example is the laptop, the representament is all of the laptop and name. 

Pierce in Noth in Agustiasari (2016:10) state that object is about the sign 

(represent) usually something else, but in the 

references, representament an object can also be same with 

entity. Afterward, in semiotic object is something to know what the name or form of 
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something, and object is the real thing that can be known what the name or form. 

Object is referenced of sign (Rachmani in Agustiasari 2016:10).  

c. Interpretant 

Pierce in Noth in Agustiasari (2016:11) state that interpretant is a term for 

the meaning of sign. Pierce also defined inter pretant as sign “a sign address”. 

Interpretant is not an interpreter but rather the sense made of the sign. Interpretant is 

interpret something seen. interpretant is the meaning of the sign. For example is the 

purpose of the laptop, what the people know about laptop.  

In additional Noth in Lebang (2015:160) state that the basic principle of the 

triadic sign is representative. The formulation implies, the meaning of a sign can be 

applied individually, social or specific depending on the specific context. Mark or 

sign is a physical form that can be captured by the human senses to something that 

refers to (represent) other things outside of the mark referred to by representamen 

function as signs. While Object, is something that is represented by the sign related to 

the reference. Meanwhile, interpretant or the sign is the concept of thinking of the 

people who used the sign and lowered it to a particular meaning or meanings in 

someone's mind about the object that is referenced mark. 

4. Ritual 

Based on Gluckman in Fitroh (2014:13) state that ritual is category of 

ceremony which more limited, but symbolically more complex, because ritual deny 

social and psychological affairs deeper. Furthermore ritual characterized refers to the 
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nature and purpose of the mystical or religious.Pamberton in Kumalasari (2009:24) 

stated that the ritual is a routine type of behavior that symbolize or express something 

and therefore affect differently to each individual's personality and social 

organization. Meanwhile Rothenbuhler in Manafe (2011:289) state that ritual is the 

voluntary performance of appropriately patterned behavior to symbolically effect or 

participate in the serious life. 

5. Accera Kalompoang 

The first king who performedAccera Kalompoang is I Manggarrangi Daeng 

Mangrabbia Karaeng Lakiung Sultan Alauddin Tumenanga Ri Gaukanna (King of 

Gowa XIV). He was embraced Islam on 9 Jumada Al-Awwal 1051 H or 20 

September 1605. Then he was replaced by his son, I Mannuntungi Daeng Mattola 

Karaeng Ujung Karaeng  Lakiung Sultan Malikussaid Tumenanga Ri Papambatuna 

became King of Gowa XV (1639-1653), which states the date of the ceremony 

"Accera Kalompoang" on the 10th of Dhu al-Hijjah or after the Eid Adha prayer. 

Furthermore the ritual handled by I Mallombasi Daeng Mattawang Karaeng 

Bontomangape Sultan Hasanuddin Tumenanga Ri Balla Pangkana king of Gowa XVI 

(1653-1669) with the islamic name is Muhammad Baqir. The international world 

know him with title “Ayam Jantan Dari Timur” and his country, Indonesia, gave him 

appreciate with title “Bintang Maha Putera Pahlawan Nasional”. He is the guy who 

manage the ritual of Accera Kalompoang with Islamic nuances. 
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Onwards ceremony of "Accera Kalompoang" crystallized implementation 

for the next kings of Gowa, and to this day is use as one of several ceremonies very 

confident and respect by the people of Gowa to ritual and sacred. Implementation of 

this ceremony, place in Balla Lompoa Sungguminasa (Palace of the King of Gowa) 

held by the family of the King of Gowa supported by local governments and can be 

attended by the whole society. There are four procedure of Accera Kalompoang in 

Gowa regency. Starting from Alleka Je'ne (dropping water auspicious), Ammolong 

Tedong (slaughtering sacrificial animals the way of the of Islamic), Appidalleki 

(offerings to the ancestors and was ushered by prayer), Allangiri Kalompoang 

(cleaning of the heirlooms of the kingdom). 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Design 

The research design of this research is qualitative. Sugiyono (2014:13) stated 

that qualitative research methods are often referred to naturalistic research methods 

for research conducted on natural conditions; also known as ethnography method, 

because in the beginning this method is widely used to study cultural anthropology; 

referred to as a qualitative method, because the data collected and analysis is more 

qualitative. The theory in qualitative method referred to lens theory or perspective 

theory. Creswell in Sugiyono (2013:295) said that theoretical lens or perspective in 

qualitative research: provides an overall orienting lens that used to study question of 

gender, class, and race (or other issues of marginalized group). This lens becomes an 

advocacy perspective that shapes the types of questions asked, informs how data are 

collected and analyzed, and provide a call for action or change. This theory has 

function for help the researcher to make some problem statement, guidance in 

collecting data, and analyze data.  

The researcher used this method because this research examined about the 

interpretation of the culture. The researcher focused the research in Procedure Of 

Accera Kalompoang In Gowa Regency. 
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B. Subject of the Research 

In this research, the researcher took the data from guidebooks ceremonies 

Accera Kalompoang. In the book, all the procedure of Accera Kalompoang is written. 

Starting from Alleka Je'ne (dropping water auspicious), Ammolong Tedong 

(slaughtering sacrificial animals the way of the of Islamic), Appidalleki (offerings to 

the ancestors and was ushered by prayer), and Allangiri Kalompoang (cleaning of the 

main attractions of the kingdom).  Furthermore, the researcher did  the interview for 

getting the meaning contained in the procedure Accera Kalompoang. The reseacher 

did interviews Mr.DAJ (the staff at Balla Lompoa), Mr.ABG and Mr.RAAP (the staff 

in Department of Culture and Tourism in Gowa regency also the royal family), and 

Mr.Dg.J (the members of Bate Salapang). 

C. Instrument of the Research 

Sugiyono (2014:307) wrote thatin qualitative research main instrument is the 

researchers themselves, but then after the focus of the research becomes clear, then it 

will likely develop a simple research instruments, which is expected to complement 

the data and compare it with the data that has been discovered through observation or 

interview. The researcher did into the field itself, both on a grand tour question, 

focused and selection phase, data collection, analysis and making conclusions. Based 

on the Sugiyono’s explanation the researcher used interview sheet, observation, and 

the documentation such as picture and video. 
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D. Procedure of Collecting Data 

The researcher took the procedure of collecting data by four steps : 

1. The researcher conducted the observation in the ceremonies Accera 

Kalompoang.  

2. The researcher read the guidebook of the ceremonies Accera Kalompoang. 

3. The researcher conducted interviews withMr.DAJ (the staff at Balla Lompoa) 

as main data, Mr.ABG and Mr.RAAP (the staff in Department of Culture and 

Tourism in Gowa regency also the royal family), and Mr.Dg.J (the members of 

Bate Salapang) as supported data. 

E. Technique of Data Analysis 

After researcher conducted observations, read guide books Accera 

Kalompoang rituals, and interview, then the researcher classified the data according 

to the model meaning Peirce's triangle to analyze the implicit meaning which 

contained in the rituals. According to Peirce in Lebang (2015:164), semiotics consists 

of three main elements which include, signs, objects, and interpretant. And then the 

researcher transcribe the data into the research. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter provided the findings and discussions. In this research, the 

researcher would like to present further explanation about themeaning of the rituals in 

Accera Kalompoang (Semiotic Approach). 

In the findings section, the researcher would like to present all the data that 

had been found in the ritual of Accera Kalompoang which are Alleka Je’ne, 

Ammolong Tedong, Appidalleki, and Allangiri Kalompoang. The researcher analyzed 

about the meaning of the rituals in Accera Kalompoangbased on sign, object, and 

interpretant using Pierce theory. 

A. Findings 

In this case, the interview had been done on October 29, 2016 and November 

1, 2016, and the data were got from Mr. DAJ, Mr. ABG, Mr. RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. 

The categorized data was based on Pierce’s theory of the meaning and elements of 

semiotic. Furthermore, it was discussed about the research question to find out the 

meaning contains in the rituals of accera kalompoang. The researcher had been 

classify the data into the sign, object, and interpretant based on Pierce’s theory. 

In addition, Noth in Lebang (2015:160) gives argument about the elements 

of semiotic that mark or sign is a physical form that can be captured by the human 

senses to something that refers to (represent) other things outside of the mark referred 

to by representamen function as signs. While object, is something that is represented 
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by the sign related to the reference. Meanwhile, interpretant or the sign is the concept 

of thinking of the people who use the sign and lowered it to a particular meaning or 

meanings in someone's mind about the object that is referenced mark. 

1. Result of  theInterview 

1.1 Alleka Je’ne 

Alleka Je’ne has meant pick up, fetch, and deliver holy water. Activities 

started at sitonrang bulo or 7.30-9.00 am. The activities was proceeded with prayer to 

Rabiul Jalil and shalawat to Nabiullah while ask for the blessing of the ancestors. 

Furthermore, the group and all the ceremoni’s tools leave the palace accompanied by 

tunrung pa’balle drum rhythms towards bungung lompoa or auspicious wells located 

around the tomb complex of Sultan Hasanuddin, between Katangka old mosque 

location, pass the tumanurunga stone or palantikang stone which is used as 

inauguration of the king on hill of tamalatea. 

Taking the water in bungung lompoa use a bucket made from natural 

elements. Beside bungung lompoa , there are three wells has its own function. It is 

said in the history of speakers. 

a. Bungung Lompoa water is used in cleaning and washing (Allangiri). 

b. Bungung Barania water is used supernatural powers and immunity. 

c. Bungung Bissua water is used for treatment.  

Before the group return to the palace, the water paraded around the 

tumanurunga stone three times. On arrival at the palace, partly poured on the griddle 
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for appasilias supplementary materialand the rest of the water put on Balla Lompoa 

to be used in the event allangiri kalompoang. There are four signs that be found by 

researcher in this ritual, i.e: 

Datum 1 

Sign  : Allekka Je’ne is held at 7.30-9.00 pm or Sitonrang Bulo 

Object : Alleka Je’ne 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“That phase of time implies the life of the people undergo, especially at 

the start, by the time when the sun illuminates the earth. That’s the symbol of 

life.” 

“Time is dynamic. There is sequence of time that we need to 

accomplish.” 

“Morning time starts when fajar, the sun, rises. It is information to all 

creatures in this universe to start their activity.” 
 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“The time between 7.30-9.00 am in the morning indicates the tradition 

here. That time also means symbol of tradition to the society to begin their 

routines and activity.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“It symbolizes the activity of human beings to go outside, to go work 

early in the morning. As the philosophy told us so.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“That is th requirement. Here in Gowa, the people of Makassar start their 

activity when the sun has risen at a certain height (situnrong bulo). It is around 9 

to 10 am, so the rituals starts at 8 am.” 
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In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that the start 

of the life, and the nature will give information to all creatures to start their daily 

activity. That is the symbol of life. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that the tradition of the 

society to start their activity in the morning. Mr.RAAP interpret the sign that when 

morning comes, it gives alert to human that go out from home and that is 

appropriated with the philosophy in the past. And Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that the 

morning is requirement to conduct a good activity. 

Datum 2 

Sign  : A convoy or cavalcade from Balla Lompoa to the sacred well 

need to be escorted with Gendrang Tundrung Pa’balle 

Object : Alleka Je’ne 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“This is ceremony. Automatically, it must be complemented by 

traditional music to express unity and joy. There is manifestation of sublimity 

and great honor in it.” 

“Yes. To the ancestors and also to the noble values that we need to 

comprehend together.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“Well, this is tradition, and so is tunrung pa’balle drum, which is 

routinely used in every ritual. It is not just a drum. This drum has soul. The way 

they hit is called tunrung pa’balle. The drum can produce various sounds, 

depends on the way the drummer hit it. And Tunrung Pa’balle is included in the 

process of this ritual.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 
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“The sound from the drum indicates a strong spirit. Alleka je’ne has a 

tight connection with gendrang pa’balle. Gendrang pa’balle always gives spirit 

to any activities or rituals.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“Tunrung pa’balle is a drum hit. There are nine kinds of drum hit in 

Gowa, but unfortunately I do not remember them all. I never paid attention to it. I 

onlt remember tunrung pa’balle, tunrung pakanjara’, and many others…. That’s 

why alleka je’ne must be escorted in music of drum hit. The water is sacred, then 

the cavalcade must be escorted in drum hit while wearing baju bodo.” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that gendrang 

tunrung pa’balle is completeness of the ritual and there is manifestation to honor the 

ancestors. Mr.ABG interpret the sign is gendrang tunrung pa’balle that tradition that 

routine be conducted. Mr.RAAP interpret the sign that gendrang tunrung pa’bale is 

given a spirit. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that gendrang tunrung pa’balle is used for 

pick the holy water up. 

Datum 3 

Sign  : Use bucket made from natural element for taking the sacred 

water. 

Object : Alleka Je’ne 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“Water is natural element. There must be a harmony between mankind 

and the nature. Then the media must be from natural elements.” 

“The philosophical concept of ancient Makassar people tells that there 

must be a harmony built by the mankind to their environment, to the other 

creatures around them. It s one patron.” 
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Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“The tradition of accera kalompoang is held in exactly the same way as 

our ancestors did, and this is the part of the tradition which needs to preserved 

and protected. The meanings and the significances inside can be dig deeper by 

interviewing Dg.Pile, a cultural observer, like you have done. He knows better 

than us. We do not understand the details. Our objective, our vision is to preserve 

this tradition. We are trying to preserve and last this activity forever. You need to 

know that this event coincide with the celebration of Idul Adha, which indicates 

that this activity has religious and culture mission.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“Because human being is made from mother nature, from earth. And we 

will be back to the earth. That’s why we use it naturally.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“In the past. Our ancestors made almost everything from what the nature 

had provided. There were no tin buckets or something. They plaited leaves from 

palm or thatch. This has been done from generation, and we try to preserve it 

until now.” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that the 

bucket is the media between human and the holy water that is the reason why have to 

use bucket from natural element. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that tradition from 

ancestors in this ritual. Mr.RAAP interpret the sign that from nature to the nature. 

Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that in the past there is no tin bucket, so the next generation 

is preserved the ability of the ritual.  

Datum 4 

Sign : The water from the sacred well need to go around 

Tumanurunga stone before back to the Balla Lompoa. 
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Object : Alleka Je’ne 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“Tumanurung stone is marked as a spot where the king is inaugurated. He 

was a man from nowhere. Nobody knew him. But it is approved that he was a 

noble man, the incarnation of God. At least, that’s what people describe based on 

its mythology. So, it is a reconstruction of king’s existence where people wish for 

blessing from him through Allah SWT.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“Tumanurung stone is spot to inaugurate the king. This event is accera 

kalompoang, so ideally the water need to round tumanurung stone to remember 

the king’s investiture. It becomes a sign to our young generation that this ritual 

still exist until now.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“It indicates to ask for permission to our ancestors. Our ancestors 

believed that the heirloom cleaning was to show the holy spirit that it was the 

right time to clean the heirlooms.” 

 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“Frankly, I have never witnessed that, but probably it is just to honor 

tumanurunga stone, a spot to inaugurate the king.” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJinterpret the sign that the ritual 

is ask the blessing and a honor to the anccestors. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that is a 

symbol to the next generation to preserve the ritual. Mr.RAAP interpret the sign that 

ask permission to the ancestors that the ritual would begin. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign 

that maybe as a honor to the ancestors. 
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1.2 Ammolong Tedong 

Ceremony of ammolong tedong is ceremony slaughter sacrificial animal, 

based on syariat Islam that mean as repellent especially something dangerous that 

related to blood in talks that is agreed generation to generation. The activity is begun 

at the position of the sun in allabbang lino (the middle of the earth) and appasili 

tedong, and then apparurui tedong or special treatment to the sacrificial animal and 

the sacrificial animal is paraded by entourage around the palace after that the 

sacrificial animal is entered to special place for slaughtered and some of the blood is 

saved for allangiri kalompoang ceremony and the head of the animal used to 

appidalleki ceremony. There are four signs that be found by the researcher in this 

ritual, i.e: 

Datum 5 

Sign : Slaughter the buffalo when the position sun is at the center of 

the earth (zenith) or Allabbang Lino 

Object : Ammolong Tedong 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“When the sun has moved, from its zenith, the meaning then has changed 

as well. The intensity of the light can never be the same. It is already moving to 

twilight, and twilight has no meaning.” 

“The zenith is considered that no one should do nothing at that minute. 

The sun is at its highest position, at the center of the earth. No harmony to do 

make any activity during that time.” 

“I have a different opinion. We honor the zenith of the sun. after zenith, 

we are still able to see our shadow, oblique shadow. But at zenith, no shadow.” 
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“The zenith is the limit.” 

“Yes, before it. After that, no more harmony.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“Ammolong tedong is slaughtering animal. For its execution time, 

Makassar people call it “naik-naik na alloa” or when the sun is at the center of 

the earth. It has historical meaning. People believe that it is the right time to 

execute ceremonial activity.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“There is no specific time for this. Ammolong tedong could probably be 

executed in the evening or in the morning, that’s it. Ammolong tedong has no 

specific time. Whenever alleka je’ne has been done, then they can execute 

ammolong tedong. That’s all. No specific time.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“So that the people, especially the ones who are charged in this ritual can 

finish this ceremony before Dzhuhur. After that, they will perform Dzhuhur 

prayer. The meat then will be cooked as a main course for tomorrow’s ritual. 

accera kalompoang will be held at the next day.” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that allabang 

lino or zenith is a limit time to do the slaughter, because we have to respect with the 

zenith. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that the slaughter is tradition which have histori. 

Mr.RAAP interpret the sign that there is no specific time to do the slaughter buffalo, 

after alleka je’ne then ammolong tedong. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that the people 

who held the slaughter buffalo have to finish before dzhuhur, because after that the 

people will take a pray dzhuhur. 
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Datum 6 

Sign : The slaughter is bufallo instead of a cow 

Object : Ammolong Tedong 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“Bufallo has become a part of the life of Makassar people. Buffalo has 

many dimensions of interpretation. Buffalo symbolizes prosperity, and it 

becomes a part of people’s activity.” 

“It has direct touch with the nature. We now try to comprehend the 

situation in the past. In agro-social aspect like, farming or fishing at sea, those 

activities did have a direct touch with the nature and life. When farming, people 

ploughed their farm by using buffalo before planting rice in paddy field. Other 

dimensions are that a buffalo symbolizes power, integrity, and high social class. 

The more the buffalo the man had, the more affluent he was, especially the king.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“Buffalos are different from cows. Just like in Toraja, buffalo has an 

important role in their ritual. My prespective based on what I have researched 

with my collagues is that buffalos have more historical values than cows. 

Buffalos are special for ritual. The buffalo for the ritual must be on top of its size, 

flawless, and spotless. You need to know, adinda, that the blood or cera’ used in 

the cleaning ceremony is the blood poured out from the slaughtered buffalo. The 

blood then is used for attittili’. Attittili’ is pouring a few drops of blood to the 

crown. For example this is crown, then the blood will be dropped like this. That 

is sacredness of ammolong tedong. They are all connected to the final ritual.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“For the buffalo….. it is always a buffalo, from years and years ago. I 

have no idea why. I do not know.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“Our ancestors only had buffalos in the past, no cows. Cows existed 

latter. So it is always buffalo.” 
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In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJinterpret the sign that the 

buffalo closely linked to human life, and buffalo is a symbol of power and unity. 

Mr.ABG interpret the sign that the hisroty of buffalo is higher than cow. Mr.RAAP 

interpret that since a long time ago used buffalo. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that in the 

past only existing buffalo, cow is not exist. 

Datum 7 

Sign : The buffalo need to round the palace before it is slaughtered 

Object : Ammolong Tedong 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“Just like in tumanurung, the palace is the place the ancestors are 

glorifield. The people then consider it is necessary to honor the palace, as a repot 

to conduct accera kalompoang.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“Ya, the buffalo needs to round the palace because the palace is a place 

where king lives. Long time ago in monarchy era, Balla Lompoa was a palace 

where the king lived. The buffalo needs to round the palace for seven times. 

Probably seven has its own philosophical meaning because it was a place only for 

the king, both in significance value and historical value.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“The same case as previous answer, to ask for permission to the spirits of 

our ancestors.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“Yes, as an honor to the palace and to the things inside.” 
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In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that as a 

report to the ancestors that we will conduct accera kalompoang ceremony. Mr.ABG 

interpret the sign that the palace is a king’s a place to stay. Mr.RAAP interpret the 

sign that to ask permission. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that an honor to the palace and 

the things inside. 

Datum 8 

Sign : The head of the buffalo kept inside Balla Lompoa 

Object : Ammolong Tedong 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“To represent the buffalo itself. The head is the prominent one, not its 

body or its tail.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“Yes, like what I have said before, the slaughtered buffalo is kept inside 

the palace and is used for appidalleki. The head is kept inside, and the meat is 

prepared as a main course in appidalleki. The main course then will be served to 

the guests and the attendants.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“It is just a ritual. We have no idea why. Just a ritual.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

 “Well, I do not really know to which committee the buffalo’s head is 

kept for. I have no idea about it. The point is, I join accera ceremony until it is 

finished. They invite us for having lunch, then we join.” 
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In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJinterpret the sign that the head is 

represent all of the body of the buffalo. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that be a menu in 

procession of appidalleki. Mr.RAAP interpret the sign that it is only a ritual. Mr.Dg.J 

interpret the sign that the organizer only invite for have a lunch, no idea for more. 

1.3 Appidalleki 

Ceremony of appidalleki mean is offerings to the ancestors with pray to 

Allah SWT. This activity was held on the position of the sunset, after Isya pray and 

takbiran, this ceremony special is attended by royal family. There are three signs that 

be found by the researcher in this ritual, i.e: 

Datum 9 

Sign : Appidalleki is held after sunset or after Isya prayer 

Object : Appidalleki 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“After sunset or after Isya, is considered as calm situation. Therefore, the 

ritual is linked quickly to the ancestors.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“In appidalleki, they perform barasanji, and it is carried out after magrib. 

The ritual of barasanji is an act to combine religious and cultural ritual. And the 

moment is always conducted after performing magrib.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“It indicates to ask permission. We provide offerings to the spirits of the 

ancestors so that they grant our permission and prepared sesajen.” 
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Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“Firstly, the meat is not ready to serve. Secondly, after magrib is dinner 

time. Then it is the best time to hold appidalleki. When appidalleki ritual is done, 

they have dinner.” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that in the 

evening is a calm situation, that is a good time to pray. Mr.ABG interpret the sign 

that in appidalleki is found barasanji, which is a combine between culture and 

religious. Mr. RAAP interpret the sign that give sesajen to the ancestor and ask 

permission. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that the meat just cooked and after magrib is 

time to dinner. 

Datum 10 

Sign : Perform sing or Barasanji in the ritual Appidalleki 

Object : Appidalleki 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“This ritual is something primary, has more connection to spiritual world. 

That is why they had singing ritual called “A’Royong”. Barasanji is culture 

assimilation with Islam. We used to perform “A’ Royong”, but after Islam, we 

feel it is necessary to blend them.” 

“Yes, but by considering the progress of Islam, we figured out how to 

harmonize them.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“I have explained that barasanji is a combination between religious and 

cultural ritual. That’s why accera kalompoang is sacred since it brings two 

missions; culture and religion.” 
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Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“It is prayer. Barasanji is a kind of prayer to Allah, that’s it.” 

“Yes, performing a prayer. We pray there. Barasanji is prayer.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“barasanji has become a tradition of Gowa people. In every single sacred 

or unique event like wedding, circumcision, or anything related to goodness, 

people of Gowa then perform barasanji to express their gratitude to God.” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that barasanji 

has more connection with spiritual wolrd. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that barasanji is 

combine between religious activities and cultural activities. Mr.RAAP  interpret the 

sign that ask blessing to Allah SWT. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that it is tradition of 

people in Gowa in the uniqe event. 

Datum 11 

Sign : The attendants of appidalleki restricted only for the member 

of royal family or the ones with authority 

Object : Appidalleki 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“Because they are considered as the direct descendants of the king.” 

“The bloodlines from the royal family, from their great grandfather. So 

ideally, the member of the royal family must attend the event.” 

“They are not allowed. But they may on the next day.” 

 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 
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“The tradition of accera kalompoang is held based on whoever has 

intention to conduct it. Those who have intention will come in appidalleki ritual 

so that he can ask for blessing and dalle’ or fortune. This event has last forever, 

adinda.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“No, it is just a coincidence. Not only from royal family, but the public 

are also welcomed in appidalleki.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“Because it is their event.” 

“Yes indeed.” 

“Actually they also invite some other people like traditional leaders, 

religion leaders, society leaders, as well as the people from the government.” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that they are 

the direct descendant of the king. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that whoever has 

intention to conduct it, and this ritual has last forever. Mr.RAAP interpret the sign 

that not only the royal family, all society can attend to this ritual. Mr.Dg.J interpret 

the sign that actually the royal family is held the ritual. 

1.4 Allangiri Kalompoang 

Ceremony of allangiri kalompoang or annyosoro or cleaning the main 

objects of the kingdom and then performed the show weigh heirlooms belonging to 

the kingdom. This ceremony is the main rituals of accera kalompoang and the society 

of Gowa regency gives the own mean to the implementation. Annyosoro is 

interpreted to devastatingly all the badness of human nature, allangiri is instill 

confidence in the sanctity, and annimbang is a symbol of goodness or badness in the 

level society’s life in the future and the success or failure agricultural products, 
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determined from heavy or light objects weighing result kingdom. There are three 

signs that be found by the researcher in this ritual, i.e: 

Datum 12 

Sign : Use blood to clean the heirlooms 

Object : Allangiri Kalompoang 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“The blood is substitute. If someday a danger or a catastrophe comes, 

then let the blood substitute it.” 

“Yes. Avoid disaster. Blood represents all those bad conditions or 

situation. That blood substitutes the catastrophes.” 

 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“They actually do not use blood to clean the heirlooms. The blood is 

only used for attittili’. They use the sacred water which they took from alleka 

je’ne ritual. The water from the sacred well in Katangka will be used to clean 

heirlooms in allangiri kalompoang. A few drops of the blood then will be 

dropped on the heirlooms. That’s what we call attittili’.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“Its just for a ritual. No significance in it. Sometimes they replace the 

blood with perfume or something else. Just a ritual. It is not always blood.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“The blood they use is just as a complementary stuff. It is not really 

needed in accera kalompoang. It is just to show to the specific person who 

bought the buffalo for the ritual. Sometimes there is one wealthy person, either 

from royal family or not, who has intension (nazar) to buy or donate a buffalo for 

the ritual of accera kalompoang in Balla Lompoa. Once again it is just to show to 

the people that they clean by dropping little blood to it (the crown).” 

“Not that much, but only a little…. Just a few drops.” 
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“Our ancestors needed to show to us that once someone had intention to 

donate, he or she must be willing that what he or she donated has already arrived 

to salokoa. Salokoa is the most precious heirloom in Gowa kingdom. It is the 

crown of the king…” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that the blood 

is represent of all the bad things that will be happened. Mr.ABG interpret the sign 

that the blood only used for attittili’, to wash the heirlooms is used water. Mr.RAAP 

interpret the sign that it is only the ritual, the blood can be changed by parfume. 

Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that the blood only a complement stuff. 

Datum 13 

Sign : The seven people were assigned to wash heirlooms 

Object : Allangiri Kalompoang 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“The seven people were assigned to wash the heirlooms are dominantly 

from Bate Salapang and the royal family.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“As my brain still serves me well, those seven people are from 

descendents of Bate Salapang. The representatives of Bate Salapang will be 

responsible for cleaning process. But, the one who cleans salokoa is from the 

direct descendant of the king of Gowa. Then the people around him are the 

descendant of Bate Salapang who clean the heirlooms.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“For the ones who wash it, they are the descendants of Bate Salapang.” 

“Yes, but it could be nine.” 

“Yes, it is not seven, but nine. Perhaps, only seven of them could make 

it to come.” 
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Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“Yes they are from Bate Salapang.” 

“Some of them might be from the royal family. The formation was like, 

the king of Gowa sat in front and then Bate Salapang.” 

 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that the seven 

people is  frombate salapang. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that the seven people is 

descendant of bate salapang. Mr.RAAP interpret the sign that the seven people is 

descendant of bate salapang, but could be nine. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that it is 

from bate salapang. 

Datum 14 

Sign : Weigh the heirloom or Salokoa (the crown) 

Object : Allangiri Kalompoang 

Interpretant :  

Informant 1 (Mr. DAJ) 

“We no longer weigh them. The scale itself has already long gone. Some 

people said the scale is in Netherland because the Dutch took it from us. The 

salokoa used to be weighed. If the weight were getting heavier, then the people 

would have a condition of surplus from any social aspects. On the contrary, if the 

weight were reducing, the things would happen the other way. They had already 

predicted what to do regarding to the result of the weight.” 

 

Informant 2 (Mr. ABG) 

“Based on our experiences, if the weight is increasing, then it means 

prosperity to all people of Gowa. On the other hand, if the weight is reducing, 

there must be a trouble or famine. Our ancestors believed so. But, Alhamdulillah 

the weight is always heavy. Then it indicates the prosperity of the people in 

Gowa is getting better. That’s why this event needs to be preserved by the 
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institution of Culture and Tourism. They are responsible for preserving cultural 

events in Gowa Regency.” 

 

Informant 3 (Mr.RAAP) 

“They need to see. If the weight is increasing, then it indicates prosperity 

to all people. It is just as a symbol. Up until now, the weight has never been 

going under. It is always going up.” 

 

Informant 4 (Mr.Dg.J) 

“We check it, examine it.” 

 

In this part, the researcher state that Mr.DAJ interpret the sign that this ritual 

only in the past, but actually this ritual show to the attendant that the future of welfare 

in Gowa. Mr.ABG interpret the sign that the weigh is show the increase it means 

good, but decrease it means bad. Mr.RAAP interpret the sign that it is only symbol, if 

increase it means good, decrease it means bad. Mr.Dg.J interpret the sign that to 

check the result of the weigh, if increase it mean prosperous. 

The result of this ritual in generally is pray to Allah and ancestors and ask 

the blessing. There is similarities between the result of this thesis with the result of 

the research in Wulandari (2011) state that the ritual of Saparan Bekakak ceremony is 

used reverence to Ki Wirasuta, but now has changed be the savety ceremony for stone 

miners in Gamping Mountain. 

B. Discussion 

In this part, researcher discussed the meaning of the rituals in accera 

kalompoang  based on the sign, object, and interpretant referring to the inforrmants, 
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they are Mr. DAJ (the staff in Balla Lompoa), Mr.ABG dan Mr.RAAP (the staff in 

Department Culture and Tourism in Gowa Regency and the royal family), Mr.Dg.J 

(the member of Bate Salapang) based on  Pierce’s theory of the meaning and 

elements semiotic, in addition Pierce in Noth in Agustiasari (2016:11) and data that 

researcher put in findings. The next is deep analysis about result the research link to 

the informants. 

1. Alleka Je’ne 

In this ritual, researcher identified between signs, object, and interpretant 

based on pierce’s triangle. Four signs be found in this ritual, while the object is alleka 

je'ne, and interpretant is derived from interviews of four informantbe found in the 

findings.  

In datum 1, the sign is the implementation time of alleka je'ne.Alleka je'ne 

procession held in the morning around 7:30 to 9:00 or Situnrong Bulo.Arise in the 

mind of researcher what is contained in the implementation of Alleka Je'ne in the 

morning, why not be implemented at the time such as day or night. Then, the 

researcher asked the implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in this 

research. Based on the result of the four informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ 

is supported by the answer of Mr. ABG, Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. The researchers 

concluded that alleka je'ne conducted in the morning or sitonrang bulo because in the 

morning, the sun illuminates the earth, it gives information to all creatures in this 
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universe to start activity and the people of Gowa believe that a good time to start the 

ritual activity is in the morning. 

In datum 2, the sign is a convoy or cavalcade from Balla Lompoa to the 

sacred well need to be escorted with gendrang tundrung pa'balle. Arise in the mind 

of the researcher what is contained when the cavalcade must be escorted with 

gendrang tunrung pa’balle, why not be silent to go to the sacred well. Then, the 

researcher asked the implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in this 

research.Based on the results of the fourth informant interviews, the answer of 

Mr.DAJ is not supported by the answers of Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, Mr.Dg.J. The 

researcher concludethat the gendrang tunrung pa’balle is one of respect to the 

ancestors or as a form of excitement for the implementing of the traditional rituals. 

In datum 3, the sign is use bucket made from natural element for taking the 

sacred water. Arise in the mind of the researcher what is contained in the bucket from 

natural element, why not use the plastic bucket. Then, the researcher asked the 

implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in this research. Based on the 

result of the fourth informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ is supported by 

Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. The researcher conclude that between man and 

nature need harmonization and the media must be from natural elements. Other than 

that, besides these activities have become a tradition, so that what is used by the 

ancestors so is also done for generations by the royal family. But the researcher see 

another different situation when the ritual is take place, the organizer did no use the 

bucket from natural element. 
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In datum 4, the sign is the water from the sacred wells need to go around 

tumanurunga stone before back to the Balla Lompoa. Arise in the mind of the 

researcher what is contained in the ritual to around the tumanurunga stone. Then, the 

researcher asked the implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in this 

research. Based on the result of the four informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ 

is supported by the answer of Mr.ABG,Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. The researcher 

conclude that the stone has high historical value, so that the water from the sacred 

wells need to go around tumanurunga stone for give reverence to the ancestors and 

told that the ritual would began.  

The result of this ritual in generally is reverence to the ancestors. There is 

different between the result of this thesis with the previous findings. The result of the 

research in  Lebang (2015) state in generally that the carvings in Tongkonan mean 

symbolize the social status of society, all about life. In Pasaribu (2013) state that the 

magic value is found in Relief Berastagi has change with value of religi There is 

similarities between the result of this thesis with the result of the research in 

Wulandari (2011) state that the symbol that use in Saparan Bekakak ceremony is 

combination with chanting prayers in Islam way, in order the ritual is more 

solemnity. 

2. Ammolong Tedong 

In this ritual, researcher identified between signs, object, and interpretant 

based on pierce’s triangle. Four signs be found in this ritual, while the object is 
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ammolong tedong, and interpretant derived from interviews four informants 

contained in the findings.  

In datum 5, the sign is slaughter the buffalo when the position sun is at the 

center of the earth (zenith) or allabbang lino. Arise in the mind of the researcher what 

is contained in the position of the sun to do slaughter the buffalo. Then, the researcher 

asked the implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in this research. Based 

on the result of the four informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ is supported by 

Mr.ABG, and Mr.Dg.J. The researcher concluded that actually the zenith is the time 

limit to do the slughtering buffalo, because the ancestors in the past honored the 

zenith. In zenith we can not see our shadow. Recommended no activity when zenith. 

Beside that the organizer will perform Dzhuhur prayer after done the slaughtering. 

In datum 6, the sign is the slaughter is bufallo instead of a cow. Arise in the 

mind of the researcher what is contained with buffalo. Why not slaughter the cow for 

this ritual. Then, the researcher asked the implicit meaning of the sign to the four 

informants in this research. Based on the result of the four informants interview, the 

answer of Mr.DAJ is not supported by Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. The 

researcher conclude that at the time, the buffalo is important thing in human life 

because in-agro social aspect like farming they used buffalo for ploughed their farm. 

So that’s why the buffalo symbolizes power, integrity, and high social. 

In datum 7, the sign is the buffalo need to round the palace before it is 

slaughtered. Arise in the mind of the researcher what is contained with the ritual to 

paraded the buffalo around the palace. Then, the researcher asked the implicit 
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meaning of the sign to the four informants in this research. Based on the result of the 

four informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ is supported by the answer 

Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. The researcher conclude that the organizers did it 

for ask the blessing to ancestors about this buffalo to slughter and give reverence to 

the ancestors. 

In datum 8, the sign is the head of the buffalo kept inside Balla Lompoa. 

Arise in the mind of the researcher what is contained with the head of buffalo which 

is kept inside of Balla Lompoa. Then, the researcher asked the implicit meaning of 

the sign to the four informants in this research. Based on the result of the four 

informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ is not supported by the answer of 

Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J.  The researcher conclude that the head of the 

buffalo is represent of all of the body of the buffalo to the ancestors. After 

slaughtered the buffalo, in Balla Lompoa is found sesajen and dupa’ for the ancestors 

and one people will do the worship. The head will be kept near by the sesajen and 

dupa’.  

The result of this ritual in generally is slaughter the buffalo to complete the 

offerings to the God and materials banquet for guests in Appidalleki. There is 

similarities between the result of this thesis with the previous findings. The result of 

the research in  Lebang (2015) state that buffalo in Toraja is the main pet and it is 

loved. The buffalo has function are as a dowry, sale and purchase in transaction, and 

offerings to the God. 
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The phenomena in society of Makassar is still most of the people always do 

the slaughter animals for offerings. In Islam its forbiden because that activity is 

musyrik.   

3. Appidalleki 

In this ritual, researcher identified between signs, object, and interpretant 

based on pierce’s triangle. Three signs be found in this ritual, while the object is 

appidalleki, and interpretant derived from interviews four informants contained in the 

findings. 

In datum 9, the sign is appidalleki is held after sunset or after Isya prayer. 

Arise in the mind of the researcher what is contained in the time of implementation 

appidalleki after Isya prayer or sunset. Then, the researcher asked the implicit 

meaning of the sign to the four informants in this research.  Based on the result of the 

four informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ is supported by the answer of 

Mr.RAAP and is not supported by the answer of Mr.ABG and Mr.Dg.J. The 

researcher conclude that the evening is considered as calm situation. That is a good 

time to do the pray is linked quickly to the ancestors like barasanji. 

In datum 10, the sign is perfom sing or barasanji in the ritual appidalleki. 

Arise in the mind of the researcher what is contained in perform barasanji. Then, the 

researcher asked the implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in this 

research. Based on the result of the four informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ 

is suppoerted by the answer of Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. The researcher 
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conclude thatperfom sing or barasanji in the ritual appidalleki is assimilation 

between culture and Islam.   

In datum 11, the sign is the attendants of appidalleki restricted only for the 

member of royal family or the ones with authority. Arise in the mind of the researcher 

what is contained with the attendants at appidalleki. Then, the researcher asked the 

implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in this research. Based on the 

result of the four informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ is supported by the 

answer of Mr.ABG and Mr.Dg.J and it is not supported by the answer of Mr.RAAP. 

The researcher conclude thatthe attendants of appidalleki restricted only for the 

member of royal family or the ones with authority, because the royal family has 

bloodlines with the king of Gowa and the ones with authority is the leader of  

traditional, religion, society, and the government. 

The result of this ritual in generally is pray to Allah and ancestors and ask 

the blessing. There is similarities between the result of this thesis with the result of 

the research in Wulandari (2011) state that the ritual of Saparan Bekakak ceremony is 

used reverence to Ki Wirasuta, but now has changed be the savety ceremony for stone 

miners in Gamping Mountain. 

4. Allangiri Kalompoang 

In this ritual, researcher identified between signs, object, and interpretant 

based on pierce’s triangle. Three signs be found in this ritual, while the object is 
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allangiri kalompoang, and interpretant derived from interviews four informants 

contained in the findings.  

In datum 12, the sign is use blood to clean the heirlooms. Arise in the mind 

of the researcher what is contained with the blood for cleaning the heirloom. Then, 

the researcher asked the implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in this 

research.Based on the result of the four informant interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ 

is not supported by the answer of Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. The researcher 

conclude thatthe use of blood to clean the heirlooms it means the blood represent all 

bad things that might be happen, so there is intention that the blood have represented 

all bad things to avoid the disaster. 

In datum 13, the sign is the seven people were assigned to wash heirlooms. 

Arise in the mind of the researcher what is contained with the seven people were 

assigned to wash the heirloom. Then, the researcher asked the implicit meaning of the 

sign to the four informants in this research.Based on the result of the four informant 

interviews, the answer of Mr.DAJ is supported by the answer of Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, 

and Mr.Dg.J. The researcher conclude thatthe seven of people whom charged to wash 

the heirlooms are the member of Bate Salapang and some of the royal family. 

In datum 14, the sign is weigh the heirloom or salokoa (the crown). Arise in 

the mind of the researcher what is contained with the weigh of salokoa after washing. 

Then, the researcher asked the implicit meaning of the sign to the four informants in 

this research. Based on the result of the four informant interviews, the answer of 

Mr.DAJ is supported by the answer of Mr.ABG, Mr.RAAP, and Mr.Dg.J. The 
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researcher conclude thatthe weigh of the heirlooms or Salokoa before the heirlooms is 

kept back, has implicit meaning that the result of the weigh will be show to the 

attendants that the condition of Gowa regency in the future. If the weigh is increase, it 

means the condition of Gowa will be good.  

The phenomena in society of Makassar almost all the ritual cultures has 

entered the value of religi into the ritual such as mappaccing.Mappaccingmeans that 

self purification before getting married. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

The researcher concluded thatthere are four rituals in Accera Kalompoang, 

i.e :Alleka Je’ne, Ammolong Tedong, Appidalleki, and Allangiri Kalompoang. The 

researcher is found 14 signs and everyrituals have some implicit meaning.  

1. In alleka je’ne there are four signs and the implicit meaning,i.e: 

a. Alleka je’ne is started in the morning because morning is a symbol of 

life. 

b. Gendrang tunrung pa’balle signify excitement and respect to the 

ancestors. 

c. The orginazers used bucket from natural element because the bucket is 

a media between human and nature. 

d. Tumanurunga stone has high historical value, so the cavalcade paraded 

the water around the stone three time for give reverence to the 

ancestors that the ritual would begin. 

2. In ammolong tedong there are four signs and the implicit meaning,i.e: 

a. The deadline to conduct slaughter the buffalo is zenith because in 

zenith there is no shadow and recommended no activity when zenith. 

b. The buffalo is symbolizes of power, integrity anda high social. 
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c. The buffalo paraded the palace to ask the blessing to ancestors about 

this buffalo. 

d. The head of the buffalo is represent all of the body of the buffalo to 

the ancestors. 

3. In appidalleki there are three signs and the implicit meaning,i.e: 

a. Appidalleki is conducted in the evening because in evening is calm 

situation. That is good time to pray. 

b. Barasanji is performed in this ritual because barasanji is a pray, so 

that is assimilation between culture and religious. 

c. The attendants of this ritual could be from the royal family and the 

one with authority (leader of traditional, religi, or government). 

4. In allangiri kalompoang there are three signs and the implicit meaning,i.e: 

a. The blood is used to clean the heirlooms represent all bad thing that 

might be happen or avoid disaster. 

b. The seven people whom charged to wash the heirlooms are the 

member of Bate Salapang and the royal family. 

c. To weigh the crown or salokoa it means to know the social situation 

in Gowa regency in the future. 
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In generally the implicit meaning in Accera Kalompoang are reverence to 

the ancestors, slaughter the buffalo to complete the offerings and materials banquet 

for guests, pray to Allah and ancestors and ask the blessing, and purification or 

cleaning the heirlooms. 

B. Suggestion 

After finishing this thesis, the suggestions that can be given to the 

readerswho are interested in semiotics field, are:  

1. By knowing the meaning contained in the procession Accera 

Kalompoang, the reader is expected to know and keep the cultural 

values, especially Accera Kalompoang. 

2. The research can be the reference to the next researcher who wants to 

analyze the sign based on semiotic theory. Especially the student in 

English and Literature Department. 
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APPENDIX 

Interview Sheet 

1. Only to clarify, is true that your job as civil servant at department of culture 

and tourism ? 

2. Is if true, how long have you been working ? 

3. As we know the ritual of Accera Kalompoang is routinely performed each 

year in the area of Balla Lompoa. Is there any correlation between your job 

and this Accera Kalompoang ritual ? 

4. How long have you been enganging yourself in Accera Kalompoang event ? 

5. How is your role in the prosesion of Accera Kalompoang ? 

6. You may clarify me,Sir. Based on the literature I read, there are four rituals in 

Accera Kalompoang event. They are alleka je’ne, ammolong tedong, 

appidalleki, and allangiri kalompoang. Am I correct ? 

7. In the rituals of alleka je’ne, ammolong tedong, and appidalleki, why does 

you couple dressed in traditional wedding dress need to be shown there ? 

8. What I know is that alleka je’ne is the ritual of taking the holy water. Why do 

they have to take the water when the position of the sun is around sitonrang 

bulo or araund 07.30-09.00 am ? 

9. In the ritual alleka je’ne, there is a convoy or cavalcade from Balla Lompoa to 

the sacred well. Why does the convoy need to be escorted with gendrang 

tunrung pa’balle ? 
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10. When taking the holy water from the sacred well, why do they use a bucket 

made from natural element, from something biological ? 

11. After taking the holy water from the sacred well, then the cavalcade prepares 

to head back to the palace. Then why does the water need to go around 

Tumanurunga stone heading back to Balla Lompoa ? 

12. Alleka je’ne has done, then ammolong tedong will be the next ritual. Why do 

they slaughter the buffalo when the position of the sun is at the center of the 

earth (zenith) or allabbang lino ? 

13. Why do they have to slaughter a buffalo instead of a cow ? 

14. In the ritual ammolong tedong or slaughtering buffalo, why does the buffalo 

need to round the palace before it is slaughtered ? 

15. Then, after slaughtering, why is the head of the buffalo kept inside Balla 

Lompoa ? 

16. After ammolong tedong, then they continue to appidalleki in the evening. 

Why is this ritual held after sunset or after isya prayer ? 

17. Why do they perform singing or Barasanji in the ritual appidalleki ? 

18. Why are the attendants of appidalleki restricted only for the member of royal 

family or the ones with authority ? 

19. In the ritual of allangiri kalompoang or heirlooms cleaning, why do they use 

blood to clean the heirlooms ? 

20. The seven people who are charged with cleaning the heirlooms. Are they the 

choosen ones from royal family ? 
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21. Befor returning the heirlooms which has been cleaned back to its place, why 

does Salokoa or the king’s crown need to be weighed ? 

Transcript of the Interview 

Script Interview of Mr.DAJ 

W: Thank you for the chance given to me. I am Wardhana, student of  English 

Literature at UIN Alauddin. I’d like to interview you to dig deeper about the 

significances contained in every aspect of Accera Kalompoang ritual. I plan to use the 

result of this interview as my data research entitled “The Meaning of The Rituals in 

Accera Kalompoang.” Firstly, let me begin by asking, are you a staff in Balla 

Lompoa ? 

D : Yes, that is correct.  

W : How long have you been working in Balla Lompoa ? 

D : When I was still active as public servant in Historical and Archeological Heritage 

of Sulawesi Selatan, I still worked as an auxiliary staff in this museum or palace. By 

the time I was retired, I was reactivated as expert staff and custom. 

W : so it means more than 20 years?  

D : since 1999  

W : since 1999… 

D : but effectively, it was long before that time that I became an auxiliary staff here.  

W : oh I see, sir. Since 1999. What a long period. My next question, as we know the 

ritual of Accera Kalompoang is routinely performed each year in the area of Balla 
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Lompoa. Is there any correlation between your job and this Accera Kalompoang 

ritual? 

D : As the one who is considered having more understanding about local custom and  

culture, history in general, well automatically we are indispensable in this matter. It is 

our profession.  

W : so it has a strong correlation regarding to Accera Kalompoang ? 

D : Yes indeed 

W : how long have you been engaging yourself in Accera Kalompoang event? is it 

from 1999 or even earlier? 

D : I have been actively engaging myself since 1999 as special executive of heirloom 

cleaning. Besides that, I am also responsible for the information regarding to the 

implementation of the event.  

W : so, once you officially worked here, then you… handled this event. 

D : Like this. Regarding to the implementation of Accera Kalompoang, we have been 

taught by our elder, an expert figure of culture and custom in Gowa. He is one of 

advisors of the king. I got much contribution about history of culture and custom, as 

well as its implementation from him  

W : What is your role in Accera Kalompoang ? 

D : I have several roles. Firstly, I arrange the property to be used in the event. It has a 

classification. After all are brought outside, we put them back in order, which will be 

touched first for cleaning process. Secondly, sometimes we need to directly intervene 

in cleaning the heirlooms. Thirdly, we are responsible for spreading information to 

the media, either print or electronic, as well as to the notable figures from 

academicians or culture observers.  
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W : Is there any other roles, sir? Or is that it? 

D : No, that’s all 

W : You may clarify me, sir. Based on a literature I read, there are four rituals in 

Accera Kalompoang event. They are Alleka Je’ne, Ammolong Tedong, Appidalleki, 

and  Allangirikalompoang. Am I correct? 

D : In every kind of traditional event, it is always held in chronological order as each 

ritual is closely correlated  one to another, from the start to the end. Like a chain 

reaction.  

W : So, that is true.  Alleka Je’ne, Ammolong Tedong, Appidalleki, and  

Allangirikalompoang? 

D : Yes, it is. That is the sequence. The order of instruction has been patented long 

time ago. 

W : Continue to next question. In three rituals: Alleka Je’ne, Ammolong Tedong, and 

Allangiri Kalompoang, why does one young couple dressed in traditional wedding 

dress need to be shown there?  

D : It illustrates that the people of Gowa are fully human. The man and the woman 

represent masculine and feminine.  

W : So it reflects a humanity.  

D : It is a representation of humanity among people. Globally, it symbolizes 

masculine and feminine perspective among the society of Makassar-Gowa. 

W : oh I’ve got the point… We continue. What I know is that Alleka Je’ne is the 

ritual of taking the sacred water. Why do they have to take the water when the 

position of the sun is around Situnrong Bulo or around 07.30 to 09.00 am? 
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D :  That phase of time implies the life the people undergo, especially at the start, by 

the time when the sun illuminates the earth. That’s the symbol of life.   

W :  Symbol of life, taken from that phase of time? 

D : Time is dynamic. There is sequence of time that we need to accomplish.  

W : Is there any other explanation regarding to morning time, sir? Or is that all? 

D :  Morning time starts when fajar, the sun, rises. It is information to all creatures in 

this universe to start their activity.  

W :  Then the ritual starts in the morning… well, next… In the ritual of Alleka Je’ne, 

there is a convoy or a cavalcade from Balla Lompoa to the sacred well. Why does the 

convoy need to be escorted with Gendrang Tunrung Pa’balle? 

D : This is a traditional ceremony. Automatically, it must be complemented by 

traditional music to express unity and joy. There is manifestation of sublimity and 

great honor in it. 

W : Honor to the ancestors? 

D :  Yes. To the ancestors and also to the noble values that we need to comprehend 

together. 

W : Ok. The next, when taking the sacred water from the sacred well, why do they 

use a bucket made from natural element, from something biological?  

D : Water is natural element. There must be a harmony between mankind and the 

nature. Then the media must be from natural elements.  

W : Is that why it should be biological? 
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D : The philosophical concept of ancient Makassar people tells that there must be a 

harmony built by the mankind to their environment, to the other creatures around 

them. It is one patron. 

W : After taking the sacred water from the sacred well, then the cavalcade prepares to 

head back to the palace. Then why does the water need to go around Tumanurunga 

Stone before heading back to Balla Lompoa? 

D :Tumanurung stone is marked as a spot where the king is inaugurated. He was a 

man from nowhere, nobody knew him. But it is approved that he was a noble man, 

the incarnation of god. At least, that’s what people describe based on its mythology. 

So, it is a reconstruction of king’s existence where people wish for blessing from him 

through Allah SWT.   

W :  Once Alleka Je’ne has done, then Ammolong Tedong will be the next ritual. Why 

do they slaughter the buffalo when the position of the sun is at the center of the earth 

(zenith) or Allabbang Lino? 

D : When the sun has moved, from its zenith, the meaning then has changed as well. 

The intensity of the light can never be the same. It is already moving to twilight, and 

twilight has no meaning.  

W : But what is the significance of the zenith of the sun? 

D : The zenith is considered that no one should do nothing at that minute. The sun is 

at its highest position, at the center of the earth. No harmony to do make any activity 

during that time.  

W: But from the literature I read said Ammolong Tedong need to be executed during 

zenith 

D : I have a different opinion. We honor the zenith of the sun. After zenith, we are 

still able to see our shadow, oblique shadow. But at zenith, no shadow. 
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W : So Ammolong Tedong ought to be executed when….. 

D : the zenith is the limit.  

W : before zenith 

D : Yes, before it. After that, no more harmony. 

W : So it must be done before Allabbang Lino. Oh I see. Then why do they have to 

slaughter a buffalo instead of a cow? 

D : Buffalo has become a part of the life of Makassar people. Buffalo has many 

dimensions of interpretation. Buffalo symbolizes prosperity, and it becomes a part of 

people’s activity.  

W :  People’s activity means? 

D : It has a direct touch with the nature. We now try to comprehend the situation in 

the past. In agro-social aspect like, farming or fishing at sea, those activities did have 

a direct touch with the nature and life. When farming, people ploughed their farm by 

using buffalo before planting rice in paddy field. Other dimensions are that a buffalo 

symbolizes power, integrity, and high social class.  The more the buffalo the man 

had, the more affluent he was, especially the king.  

W : So it is a symbol of affluence? 

D : Yes, a high social class. But it was only for the king. 

W : oh.. that’s why they sacrifice a buffalo instead of a cow.  

D : also as a symbol of fertility, unity, and integrity.  

W : Next, in the ritual of Ammolong Tedong or Slaughtering Buffalo, why does the 

buffalo need to round the palace before it is slaughtered? 
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D : Just like in Tumanurung, the palace is the place the ancestors are glorified. The 

people then consider it is necessary to honor the palace, as a report to conduct Accera 

Kalompoang . 

W : Then after slaughtering, why is  the head of the buffalo kept inside Balla 

Lompoa? 

D : To represent the buffalo itself.  The head is the prominent one, not its body or its 

tail.  

W : is it also served as an offering food? 

D : Yes it is. 

W : After Ammolong Tedong, then they continue to Appidalleki in the evening. Why 

is this ritual held after sunset or after Isya Prayer?  

D : After sunset or after Isya is considered as calm situation. Therefore, the ritual is 

linked quickly to the ancestors.  

W : Why do they perform singing or Barazanji in the ritual of Appidalleki? 

D : This ritual is something primary, has more connection to spiritual world. That’s 

why they had singing ritual called “a’royong”. Barasanji is culture assimilation with 

Islam. We used to perform a’royong, but after Islam, we feel it is necessary to blend 

them.  

W : so, it is supposed to perform A’royong first, then Barasanji? 

D : Yes, but by considering the progress of Islam, we figured out how to harmonize 

them.  

W : I see. Why are the attendants of Appidalleki restricted only for the member of 

royal family or the ones with authority? 
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D : Because they are considered as the direct descendants of the king .  

W : What does it mean? 

D : The bloodlines from the royal family, from their great grandfather. So ideally, the 

member of the royal family must attend the event.  

W : What about the public outside? 

D : They are not allowed. But they may on the next day. 

W : in Allangiri Kalompoang. Well… Next, in the ritual of Allangiri Kalompoang or 

Heirlooms Cleaning, why do they use blood to clean the heirlooms? 

D : The blood is a substitute. If someday a danger or a catastrophe comes, then let the 

blood substitute it. 

W : I see, it is expected to be so. So, there will be no more blood spilt. Therefore in 

the ritual, the blood cleans the heirlooms.  

D : Yes, to avoid disaster. Blood represents all those bad conditions or situations. 

That blood substitutes the catastrophes. 

W : oh well sir. Then about seven people who are charged with cleaning the 

heirlooms. Are they the chosen ones from royal family?  

D : The people charged with cleaning the heirlooms are dominantly from Bate 

Salapang and the royal family.  

W : The literature I read informed me that Bate Salapang are also the descendants of 

the king. Is that true? 

D : No, that is incorrect. Bate Salapang was formed earlier than the kingdom. Long 

before the Kingdom of Gowa era, there were several regions led by their respective 

indigenous stakeholders.  Sometimes they confronted each other, sometimes they 
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collaborated. Then they finally agreed to have one figure to unite them. Initially, there 

were 20 regions, but later there were only nine. They used to be called Kasuwiang 

Salapang or Nine Officials, the pioneer of Gowa. At that time, Bate Salapang was 

considered as the descendants of nobility. Later, the figure of Tumanurung came 

among them to unify them. He was inaugurated as a king and they worshipped him. 

He was considered to have a highest rank among all because nobody knew where he 

was from or who he was before. They assumed that he was an incarnation of god. 

Therefore they called him Karaeng Mannassayya, the real descendant of nobility. 

W : Before returning the heirlooms which has been cleaned back to its place, why 

does Salokoa or the King’s Crown need to be weighed in the first place?  

D : We no longer weigh them. The scale itself has already long gone. Some say the 

scale is in Netherland because the Dutch took it from us. The Salokoa used to be 

weighed. If the weight were getting heavier, then the people would have a condition 

of surplus from any social aspects. On the contrary, if the weight were reducing, then 

things would happen the other way. They had already predicted what to do regarding 

to the result of the weight.  

W : That’s all for the interview today, sir. Thanks in advanced.  

D : If you need me to contribute more, don’t hesitate to call… 
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Teks Wawancara Pak Djufri 

W: Terima kasih atas kesempatannya pak, perkenalkan saya Wardhana dari 

mahasiswa UIN Alauddin jurusan Bahasa dan Sastra Inggris mau melakukan 

interviewsama kita pak untuk menggali lebih dalam mengenai makna yang 

terkandung dalam aspek-aspek ritual Accera Kalompoang. Hasil dari wawancara ini 

akan saya gunakan untuk data penelitian skripsi saya yang berjudul “The meaning of 

the rituals in Accera Kalompoang”. Pertama-tama Pak saya mau bertanya untuk 

klarifikasi, apa benar bahwa pekerjaan anda sebagai staff di Balla Lompoa ? 

D : Iya benar 

W : Sudah berapa lama ki kerja di Balla Lompoa ? 

D : Jadi, ketika saya masih aktif sebagai PNS di peninggalan sejarah dan purakala 

Sulawesi Selatan tetap saya diperbantukan di museum atau istana, kemudian setelah 

saya pensiun, kembali aktif difungsikan di istana Balla Lompoa sebagai staff ahli dan 

adat 

W : Berarti lebih mi 20 tahun ? 

D : Sejak 99  

W : Oh dari 99… 

D : Tapi secara efektifnya itu tapi jauh sebelumnya sering memang saya 

diperbantukan 

W : Oh iye pak, sejak 99. Lama..pertanyaan selanjutnya pak, seperti diketahui 

bersama bahwa setiap tahunnya prosesi adat Accera Kalompoang rutin dilakukan di 

area istana Balla Lompoa. Apakah ada hubungan antara pekerjaan anda dengan 

prosesi adat Accera kalompoang ? 
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D : Jadi sebagai yang dianggap banyak tahu dan mengerti persoalan-persoalan adat 

tradisi dan budaya secara umum sejarah otomatis kami sangat dibutuhkan jadi sudah 

menjadi profesi kami dalam hal-hal tersebut. 

W : Berarti sangat berhubungan erat dengan prosesi adat Accera Kalompoang ? 

D : Iya sangat berhubungan erat 

W : Sudah berapa lama kita ikuti prosesi adat Accera Kalompoang ? dari tahun 99 itu 

kah atau sebelumnya..? 

D : Sejak 1999 saya sudah aktif juga sebagai pelaksana khusus pencucian benda-

benda, kemudian juga disamping itu juga saya pemegang penanggung jawab 

informasi tentang pelaksanaan acara tersebut . 

W : Oh iya.. jadi seiring dari kita masuknya sudah langsung kita apa namany.. handle 

acara tersebut.. 

D : Jadi begini, menyangkut pelaksanaan Accera Kalompoang kami sudah mendapat 

masukan-masukan dari kakek kami seorang tokoh budaya dan adat kerajaan Gowa, 

dimana beliau itu termasuk penasihatnya raja. Begitu.Jadi saya itu banyak 

mendapatkan konstribusi tentang sejarah budaya adat dan pelaksanaannya. 

W : Bagaimana peran anda dalam proses Accera Kalompoang ? 

D : Jadi peran saya itu ada beberapa hal. Pertama mengatur benda-benda yang akan di 

acarakan, jadi ada klasifikasi, ada urutan-urutan setelah dikeluarkan, dan mengatur 

kembali. Mana yang lebih awal tersentuh benda-benda tersebut yang akan diantar 

keluar ditempat dimana dilakukan pencucian. Kemudian terkadang juga kami 

langsung turun tangan pelaku untuk mencuci benda pusaka tersebut.Ketiga 

penanggung jawab urusan masalah pemberian informasi penjelasan yang sangat 

diperlukan baik media cetak maupun media elektronik maupun tokoh tokoh yang 
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berkaitan dengan masalah acara tersebut dari kalangan akademik maupun pemerhati 

masalah-malasah acara tersebut. 

W : Masih ada peran lainnya pak ? apa itu saja ? 

D : Tidak. Itu saja 

W : Mohon diklarifikasi pak, menurut literature yang saya baca, dalam prosesi 

Accera Kalompoang terdapat empat ritual yaitu Alleka Je’ne, Ammolong Tedong, 

Appidalleki, dan Allangiri kalompoang. apa benar demikian pak ? 

D : Jadi setiap acara tradisi itu, acara tradisional selalu ada unsur-unsur urutan 

pelaksanaan karena sangat berkaitan antara satu dan yang lainnya. Jadi diawali, 

selanjutnya, sampai final sangat berkaitan jadi satu mata rantai kegiatan acara 

tersebut. 

W : Berarti memang benar pak ada Alleka Je’ne, Ammolong Tedong, Appidalleki, dan 

Allangiri Kalompoang ? 

D : Memang sudah begitu, sudah begitu aturannya. Tata cara pelaksanaannya sudah 

di portal, sudah di patenkan seperti itu. 

W : Lanjut ke pertanyaan selanjutnya pak, dalam ritual Alleka je’ne, Ammolong 

Tedong, dan Allangiri Kalompoang mengapa harus ada sepasang remaja yang 

menggunakan pakaian tradisional pengantin ? 

D : Jadi menunjukkan bahwa kalau masyarakat Gowa itu kelihatan ada manusia 

seutuhnya. Dalam artian ada laki-laki ada perempuan.Jadi feminism dan maskulinnya 

harus kelihatan. 

W : Jadi dia melambangkan sebagai masyarakat yang utuh. 
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D : Jadi itu adalah representasi pada masyarakat secara utuh. Jadi secara global 

menandakan bahwa semua orang-orang Makassar-Gowa tergambar manusianya 

maskulin maupun feminism. 

W : Oh itu artinya… lanjut pak, sepengetahuan saya, Alleka Je’ne adalah ritual 

pengambilan air bertuah, mengapa dalam proses Alleka Je’ne harus dilakukan pada 

saat matahari sekitar Sitonrang Bulo atau pukul 07.30-09.00 ? 

D :  Karena pada jadwal tersebut ada makna bahwa kehidupan akan berjalan, 

kehiduapan akan merangkak, akan kita meraih cahaya yang menerpa bumi ini, itu 

symbol kehidupan. 

W :  Symbol kehidupan, makanya diambil pada waktu itu ? 

D : Jadi ada dinamika waktu, yang merupakan rangkaian waktu yang harus kita 

penuhi. 

W : Masih ada penjelasan lainnya pak yang tentang kenapa harus pagi dilakukan atau 

itu saja ? 

D :  Jadi pagi itu artinya kita awali dengan startnya fajar kan. Fajar ini merupakan 

suatu informasi kepada alam semesta bahwa mulailah kita melakukan aktifitas 

kehidupan. 

W :  Oh dimulai dari pagi… lalu pak, dalam ritual Alleka Je’ne terdapat rombongan 

atau iring-iringan dari Balla lompoa menuju sumur bertuah, mengapa rombongan 

tersebut harus diiringi dengan Gendrang Tunrung Pa’balle ? 

D : Inikan upacara tradisional, otomatis kelengkapan acara tersebut harus ada 

ceremonial music tradisional mengiringi pada suatu penghormatan dan kegembiraan, 

dimana di dalamnya ada manifestasi kemuliaan. Kemuliaan dan penghormatan di 

dalamnya ada manifestasi kemuliaan 
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W : Untuk leluhur ? 

D :  Ya untuk pada leluhur dan pada nilai leluhur itu yang harus kita hayati bersama  

W : Oh iya. Mengapa dalam pengambilan air di sumur bertuah harus menggunakan 

timba yang berbahan dari unsur alam atau yang bersifat nabati ? 

D : Kan air ini adalah unsur alam, maka perlu ada harmonisasi manusia dengan alam 

medianya adalah dari alat-alat yang berunsur alam juga natural 

W : Makanya harus bersifat nabati ? 

D : Jadi konsep filosofi orang orang dulu utamanya Makassar sudah mengatakan 

prinsip hidup bahwa harus ada harmonisasi manusia dengan makhluk lainnya dan 

lingkungan hidupnya. Itu satu patron. 

W : Lalu setelah mengambil air dari sumur bertuah rombongan siap kembali ke 

istana, mengapa air tersebut harus diarak mengelilingi batu Tumanurunga sebelum 

rombongan kembali ke Balla Lompoa ? 

D : Batu Tumanurung itu sudah di sahkan bahwa disitulah tempat mula pelantikan 

raja yang mana diawali sosok manusia yang kita tidak tahu siapa, darimana, cuma 

disepakati dalam kondisi waktu itu bahwa ini adalah manusia mulia, titisan dewa, nah 

itu digambarkan secara argumentasi mitologisnya. Jadi suatu penghormatan, suatu 

rekonstruksi tentang kehadirannya beliau dan mudah-mudahan ada restu dari beliau 

melalui Allah SWT. 

W :  Lalu setelah Alleka Je’ne, prosesi dilanjutka dengan ritual Ammolong Tedong, 

mengapa dalam ritual Ammolong Tedong harus dilakukan pada saat matahari 

dipertengahan bumi atau Allabbang Lino ? 

D : Karena bila mana matahari sudah berada dititik tengah itu di anggap bergerak 

sedikit saja sudah lain mi maknanya. Berarti cahaya matahari itu sudah mulai tidak 
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sama kualitasnya, daripada titik tengah itu dianggap sudah mau menuju, akan 

menghadapi waktu menuju senja itu d anggap tidak memiliki suatu makna. 

W : Tetapi apa makna yang terkandung pak dengan titik sejajarnya ? 

D : Titik itukan suatu waktu yang dianggap harus tidak ada kegiatan pada saat itu. 

Kan sudah ada pada titik tengah. Jadi dianggap suatu hal aktifitas yang tidak 

harmonis 

W: Tapi disini pak dia bilang kan harus di pertengahan hari dilakukan Ammolong 

Tedong 

D : Kalau saya tidak sependapat, karena kita hormati titik tengah. Bayangkan kalau 

sudah titik tengah, yang sebelumnya itu titik kita, bayangan kitaa masih kelihatan 

agak miring, pada titik tengah tidak ada bayangan manusia. 

W : Jadi Ammolong Tedong seharusnya dilakukan….. 

D : Jadi limitnya itu di pertengahan matahari  

W : Oh.. batasnya 

D : Iya batasnya. Kalau lewat itu dianggap tidak harmonis  

W : Oh harus dilakukan sebelum Allabbang Lino. Oh iye. Lalu mengapa hewan yang 

disembelih harus kerbau bukan sapi ? 

D : Karena kerbau itu adalah bahagian daripada kehidupan orang-orang Makassar. 

Banyak dimensi yang memaknai pada kerbau tersebut.Kerbau itukan lambang 

kemakmuran dan merupakan bahagian aktifitas kehidupan manusia. 

W :  Maksudnya kehidupan manusia  ? 

D : Jadikan lebih bersentuhan dengan alam sekitarnya. Jadi kita berada dipemahaman 

kondisi pada dewasa itu.Sekarang ini masih belum begitu banyak ya, kalau dulu yang 
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kita lihat banyak aspek sosial agraris, macam pertanian, mencari kehidupan di air.Itu 

sangat bersentuhan itu kehidupannya.Kemudian, kaitannya manusia dengan agraris, 

kalau kita mengerjakan sawah harus diawali membajak melalui kerbau.Aspek 

lainnya, dimensi lainnya adalah lambang kekuatan, lambang persatuan, lambang yang 

memiliki social yang mapan orang yang banyak kerbaunya artinya mapan itu, 

utamanya raja. 

W : Berarti bisa juga dibilang lambang kekayaan di’ ? 

D : Ya status sosialnya yang mapan. Tetapi hanya raja yang banyak kerbaunya  

W : Oh.. makanya dia pakai kerbau bukan sapi 

D : Lambang kesuburan persatuan kekuatan 

W : Lalu pak dalam ritual Ammolong Tedong atau penyembelihan kerbau, sebelum 

kerbau disembelih, mengapa kerbau tersebut harus di arak mengelilingi istana ? 

D : Termasuk juga itu tempat awalnya Tumanurung, karena di anggap disitulah para 

leluhur dimuliakan, maka perlu kita adakan penghormatan, sebagai pelaporan kami 

akan melakukan suatu upacara Accera Kalompoang . 

W : Lalu mengapa setelah penyembelihan kepala kerbau di bawa dan disimpan 

didalam istana Balla Lompoa ? 

D : Karena dianggap itu adalah mewakili kerbau tersebut, badannya. Maka harus ada 

kepalanya, masa’ badannya, masa’ ekornya. Kepalanya itu dianggap simbolis yang 

utama  

W : Apa itu dipakai untuk sesajen atau apa pak ? 

D : Itu termasuk sesajen juga  
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W : Setelah ritual Ammolong Tedong, pada malam hari prosesi dilanjutkan dengan 

ritual Appidalleki. Mengapa dlam ritual Appidalleki tersebut harus dilakukan setelah 

matahari terbenam atau setelah sholat Isya ? 

D : Jadi setelah matahari terbenam atau sama wkatunya habis isya maka dianggap itu 

alam tenang. Sehingga hubungan ritual kita dengan para yang dimuliakan itu bisa 

cepat terhubung.Jadi ada trasformasinya cepat. 

W : Lalu mengapa dalam ritual Appidalleki terdapat nyanyian atau barasanji ? 

D : Jadi itu adalah ritual otomatis menyangkut dengan hal-hal yang sangat prima, 

karena berkaitan dengan nuansa non-lahiriyah. Lebih banyak dimensi rohaniah.Maka 

dilakukanlah nyanyian ritual namanya “a’royong”. Kemudian Barasanji itu sudah 

asimilasi dengan islam. Awalnyakan yang dipakai itu a’royong tapi karena sekarang 

ini kita sudah menganut islam otomatis harus ada asimilasi kultur islam. 

W : Jadi seharusnya duluan a’royong baru barasanji ? 

D : Iya,tetapi melihat perkembangan harus di harmonisasikan atau disamakan 

kegiatannya 

W : Lalu mengapa dalam ritual Appidalleki hanya keluarga kerajaan atau yang punya 

wewenang bisa menghadiri ritual tersebut ? 

D : Karena dianggap itulah yang bagian titisan. 

W : Maksudnya pak ? 

D : Titisan adalah secara vertical bloodnya tidak terlepas dari bahagian leluhur itu. 

Maka itu idealnya harus kerabat. 

W : Untuk masyarakat umum tidak bisa ? 

D : Tidak bisa. Yang bisa itu besoknya  
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W : Iya, pas Allangiri kalompoang. lalu mengapa dalam ritual Allangiri kalompoang 

atau pencucian benda pusaka kerajaan menggunakan darah untuk mencuci benda 

pusaka tersebut ? 

D : Jadi menggunakan darah itu ada semacam pegangan bahwa bilamana terjadi suatu 

bahaya atau bencana cukuplah darah ini yang menjadi tumbalnya . 

W : Diniatkan seperti itu pak di’?supaya tidak adalagi darah darah yang lain di’? 

makanya itu yang dipakai untuk mencuci benda 

D : Iya. Termamsuk penolak bala.Jadi semua yang bernuansa kondisi seperti ini 

disimbolisasikan dengan darah itu. Hanya darah inilah yang menjadi tumbalnya  

W : Lalu, tujuh orang ditugaskan untuk melaksanakan pencucian benda pusaka. 

Apakah orang-orang tersebut pilihan dari keluarga ?atau dari elemen lain selain 

keluarga ? 

D : Jadi, yang ikut pada pelaku pencuci benda-benda pusaka itu dominannya adalah 

dari kelompok Bate Salapang dan juga adalah pihak keluarga kerajaan  

W : Karena memang kalau Bate Ssalapang menurut yang pernah saya baca pak, itu 

Bate Salapang memang keturuan dari raja makanya diangkat jadi Bate Salapang, atau 

bagaimana ? 

D : Tidak, Bate Salapang itu lebih awal hadir baru kerajaan. Sebelum kerajaan gowa 

terbentuk sudah terdapat berapa negeri yang masing masing ada ketua.Ketua-ketua 

adat tersendiri.Setelah hadir Tumanurung dan memang saat itu sangat diperlukan 

tokoh pemersatu, karena kelompok negeri-negeri ini kadang bersatu kadang 

berserteru, nah itu pertanda tidak ada tokoh pemersatu. Akhirnya mereka 

berkeyakinan bahwa perlu ada tokoh pemersatu dengan argumentasi, suatu ketika 

turunlah itu Tumanurung, nah itulah dianggap diyakini inilah yang bisa menjadi 

pemersatu, sehingga Bate Salapang pada awalnya itukan ada 20 negeri di ubah jadi 9. 
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Bate salapang sebelumnya namanya kasuwiang salapang atau Sembilan pengabdi 

yang menopang kerajaan Gowa, akhirnya masalah kebangsawanan kelompok bate 

salapang ini di anggap anak Karaeng Maraengannayya artinya adalah keturunan 

bangsawan, tetapi dengan munculnya karaeng Tumanurunga selaku raja dan 

disembah, ini lah yang dianggap tinggi derajatnya, karena dianggap tidak tahu dari 

mana dan siapa, cuma mereka menerka bahwa ini utusan dewa maka dikatakanlah 

anak Kareng Mannassayya keturunan bangsa yang sesungguhnya  

W : Terus pertanyaan terakhir pak, sebelum mengembalikan benda-benda pusaka 

setelah dicuci ke tempat awalnya, mengapa salokoa atau mahkota kerajaan harus 

ditimbang terlebih dahulu ? 

D :Jadi, masalah penimbangan sudah tidak ada. Masa lalu ji itu, karena timbangannya 

sendiri sudah tidak ada.Ada yang mengatakan alat timbangan ini tersimpan di 

Belanda, karena pernah di ambil oleh Belanda.Olehnya itu tidak adalagi 

penimbangan. Kalau dulu ditimbang, kalau berat itu atau naik akan terjadi surplus 

akan terjadi  kondisi yang baik dengan berbagai aspek sosial. Kalau turun, sebaliknya. 

Sudah ada perhitungan-perhitungan atau prediksi tindakan apa yang akan kita 

lakukan dengan hasil timbangan tersebut.  

W : Sekian untuk interviewnya hari ini pak, terima kasih banyak 

D : Sekira masih ada hal-hal yang perlu kontribusi lagi, siap saya di contact saja ya… 
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ALLEKA JE’NE 

RITUAL 

  



 

The cavalcade start walk to sacred well

The cavalcade leave the sacred well and towards the tomb of Sultan Hasanuddin

Arrived in the tomb of Sultan Hasanuddin and towards to Tumanurung stone

The cavalcade is around the Tumanurung stone three times

 

 
The cavalcade start walk to sacred well 

 
cavalcade leave the sacred well and towards the tomb of Sultan Hasanuddin

 
Arrived in the tomb of Sultan Hasanuddin and towards to Tumanurung stone

 
The cavalcade is around the Tumanurung stone three times
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cavalcade leave the sacred well and towards the tomb of Sultan Hasanuddin 

Arrived in the tomb of Sultan Hasanuddin and towards to Tumanurung stone 

The cavalcade is around the Tumanurung stone three times 
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AMMOLONG TEDONG 

RITUAL 
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The cavalcade arrived from the sacred well for take the holy water 

 
The cavalcade enter into Balla Lompoa 

 
The royal family conducted worship after taking the holy water 

 
Then the cavalcade go down from Balla Lompoa to see the slaughter of buffalo 
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The buffalo is paraded around Balla Lompoa 

 
The buffalo has slaugtered 
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APPIDALLEKI 

RITUAL 

  



 

 

The researcher is beside the royal family

 

 

Barasanji is started 

 

 

 
The researcher is beside the royal family 
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ALLANGIRI 

KALOMPOANG 

RITUAL 
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The situation before the ritual is begun 

 

 
Checking the heirlooms by the regent from the goverment 

 

 
The seven people who will clean the heirlooms 
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